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INTRODUCTION
Hecke algebras arise naturally as endomorphism rings of permutation
modules. In this article, we are going to deal with Hecke algebras which
arise as endomorphism rings of the permutation representation of the
finite general linear group on the cosets of a Borel subgroup. These
algebras can also be viewed as a deformation with a parameter q of the
 .group algebra of the Coxeter group of GL q which is the symmetricn
group S . They have been an important tool in the classification of then
irreducible characters and parts of the decomposition matrices of the finite
general linear groups in nondefining characteristic.
w x  .In 3, 4 the representation theory of these Hecke algebras H S hasq n
been developed along the lines of the representation theory of the sym-
metric groups S . In this article we follow this path and we shall work outn
 .more similarities between the representation theory of H S and that ofq n
S .n
In Section 2, we show that the bases of q-Specht modules and q-permu-
w xtation modules as introduced in 3, 10 are q-analogues of the bases of the
corresponding Specht and permutation modules for S . That is, if wen
w xspecialize q to 1 we obtain polytabloids and tabloids as used in 5 . In
Section 3 we prove a q-analogue of the branching theorem for Specht
modules which holds for q-Specht modules which are defined over arbi-
trary fields. The proof follows the lines of James' proof of the branching
w xtheorem for symmetric groups 5, Theorem 9.3 .
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After these preparations we have all the tools needed to generalize
Scopes' results on Morita equivalences of blocks of symmetric groups. Two
very important notions in the modular representation theory of symmetric
groups are the combinatorial notions of a p-weight and a p-core. Namely,
by Nakayama's conjecture, two irreducible characters f and f belong tol m
the same p-block if and only if they have the same p-core. The defect
group of a p-block is uniquely determined by the p-weight of the block. In
w xher article from 1991, Scopes 14 proved that for a given prime p and a
given p-weight w there are only a finite number of Morita equivalence
classes of blocks of symmetric groups with weight w.
Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring and let F be its residue
 4 w xclass field. Let R g O, F . In 7 , Nakayama's conjecture was proved for
 .Hecke algebras H S , where q is a unit in R. Here, the notions ofR , q n
p-weights and p-cores are replaced by those of e-weights and e-cores,
where e is a positive integer depending on R and q. Hence we can use the
notion of weights of blocks also in the theory of Hecke algebras corre-
sponding to symmetric groups.
 .In Section 4 we generalize w:k -pairs as defined by Scopes for blocks of
 .symmetric groups to w:k -pairs of blocks of Hecke algebras over R.
 .Contrary to her definition we shall assume in the definition of a w:k -pair
that w F k. We prove in Section 5 that blocks of Hecke algebras over F
 .forming a w:k -pair have the same decomposition numbers. In Theorem
7.4 we shall prove that they are even Morita equivalent. Using this we are
then able to show in Theorem 8.2 that for given F, q and weight w there
are only a finite number of Morita equivalence types of blocks of Hecke
algebras of symmetric groups defined over a field F with parameter q
 .which have weight w. Using a general argument Theorem 9.1 we can lift
Theorem 7.4 to the ring O. This enables us to prove the analogue of
Theorem 8.2 over O. Namely, for given O, q and weight w there are only a
finite number of Morita equivalence types of blocks of Hecke algebras of
symmetric groups defined over the ring O with parameter q which have
weight w.
1. COMBINATORICS AND SYMMETRIC GROUPS
 41.1. Let S denote the symmetric group acting on 1, 2, . . . , n on then
right where n is a fixed natural number. By B we denote the set of basic
 .transpositions, that is, transpositions of the form i, i q 1 , for 1 F i F n y
 .1. The set B generates the symmetric group. The length, l p , of a
permutation p g S is defined as the minimal number k such that p isn
 .expressible as a product of k elements of B. If l p s k and p s ¨ ¨ ???1 2
¨ , this product is called a reduced expression for p . One can show thatk
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 .l p is equal to the cardinality of the set
i , j 1 F i - j F n and ip ) jp . 4 .
1.2. A partition l of n, denoted by l & n, is a nonincreasing sequence
 . `l , l , . . . of nonnegative integers with the property that  l s n.1 2 is1 i
For m g N, l & n is called m-singular if there exists an i g N such that
l s l s ??? s l ) 0. In case l is not m-singular we call li iq1 iqmy1
w xm-regular. The Young diagram l is the set of ordered pairs
i , j 1 F j F l , i s 1, 2, . . . . . 4i
 X X .The conjugate partition, l9 s l l , . . . , is the partition of n where1 2
Xl s l l G i . 4i j j
On the set of partitions of n we define a partial order e, called the}
dominance order, as follows. Let l, m & n. Then le m if and only if}
 j l F  j m for all j G 1. The lexicographic order - of partitions isis1 i is1 i
given as follows. Let l, m & n. Then l - m if and only if there exists a
natural number i such that l - m and l s m for all 1 F j F i y 1.i i j j
w x  41.3. A l-tableau is a bijection t: l ª 1, 2, . . . , n . If t is a l-tableau
 .  .  . w xwe define a l9-tableau t9 by t9 i, j s t j, i for all j, i g l . The
tableau t9 is called the tableau conjugate to t. A l-tableau t is called
 .  .  .row-standard if the sequence t i, 1 , t i, 2 , . . . , t i, l is strictly increasingi
for each 1 F i F lX . It is called standard if both t and t9 are row-standard.1
The group S acts on the set of l-tableaux on the right by lettern
permutations.
For l & n let t l be the l-tableau in which the numbers 1, 2, . . . , n
 .appear in order along successive rows. For example, let l s 4, 2, 1 & 7;
then t l is given by
1 2 3 4
lt s 5 6
7
The row-stabilizer of t l, i.e., the set of all permutations in S which fix then
rows of t l setwise, is denoted by S . By w we denote the element in Sl l n
 l . l9 lsuch that t w 9 s t . That is, t w is the l-tableau in which the numbersl l
1, . . . , n appear in order down successive columns. We denote t lw by t .l l
 l 4Let D s w g S ¬ t w is row standard . The set D is a set of cosetl n l
representatives of S in S and d g D is the unique element of minimall n l
length in S d. For a given row-standard l-tableau t we denote thel
l  .permutation p g S such that t s t p by d t . If t runs through the set ofn
 . w xrow-standard l-tableau, the permutations d t give the set D 9 . Notel
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 .  .y1that if t9 is conjugate to t then d t ? d t9 s w . For a given l-tableaul
 4  .we define a function row : 1, . . . , n ª N where row j s i if j belongs tot t
 .the ith row of t, i.e., if j s t i, l for some 1 F l F l .i
2. HECKE ALGEBRAS AND THEIR REPRESENTATIONS
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and let q be a unit in R.
 .  .2.1. The Hecke algebra H S s H S over R with respect to Sq n R , q n n
 .and q is defined as follows. As an R-module, H S is free with R-basisR , q n
 4T ¬ p g S . The multiplication rules for p g S , ¨ g B are given byp n n
T , if l p ¨ s l p q 1, .  .p ¨T T sp ¨  qT q q y 1 T , otherwise. .p ¨ p
2.2. For l & n let
x s x l s Tl t p
pgSl
and
 .yl p
ly s y s yq T . .l t p
pgSl
 .These are elements of H S .q n
l  .  . w x2.3. Define M s x H S , a right ideal of H S . It is shown in 3q l R , q n q n
that M l is free as an R-module with basisq
x t is a row-standard l-tableau , 4t
 wwhere x s x T . The action of the Hecke algebra on this basis is see 3,t l d t .
x.Lemma 3.2 .
¡x , if row i - row i q 1 , .  .t¨ t t~qx , if row i s row i q 1 , .  .x T s t t tt ¨ ¢qx q q y 1 x , if row i ) row i q 1 . .  .  .t¨ t t t
The elements x are called q-tabloids; this is because when we choose q tot
 .  4be 1, then H S ( R S and x becomes the tabloid t correspondingR , q n n t
w xto the tableau t as defined in 5, Definition 3.9; see also 4.13 . Note that
the module M l is a q-analogue of the permutation module M l as definedq
w xin 5, Definition 4.1 .
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2.4. For l & n and t a standard l-tableau we define the q-polytabloid
eq byt
eq s x T y T .t l w l9 d t 9.l
This is a natural definition because if we choose q to be 1, then the
1 w xq-polytabloid e becomes the classical polytabloid e as defined in 5 . Wet t
w xrecall the definition of the classical polytabloid from 5, 4.2 . For a given
l-tableau t let R be the row-stabilizer of t and let C be the columnt t
 4  4stabilizer of t. One way to define t is by setting t s  p andp g R t
 .  4k s  sgn p p . Then the classical polytabloid is defined by e s t k :t p g C t tt
e1 s x w y d t9 .t l l l9
 .l ss p w y1 s d t9 . .  . l /  /
pgS sgSl l9
 .  .  .y1By 1.3 , we have that d t ? d t9 s w . Hence the expression on thel
right side is equal to
l y1 4t w sgn s s w d t . .  .l l /
sgSl9
The group S is the column stabilizer of the l-tableau t . When we applyl9 l
y1 l w xw to this tableau we obtain the l-tableau t . By 5 , k p s pk , wherel t tp
t is an arbitrary l-tableau and p g S . Thus, we obtain the equalityn
l y1 l
l 4  4t w sgn s s w d t s t k d t . .  .  .l l t /
sgSl9
Using the same identity again, we obtain that this is equal to
 l4  4t d t k s t k s e . . t t t
2.5. The q-Specht module Sl is defined byq
Sl s Sl s eq H S . .R , q q t R , q nl
 . lBy definition, this is a cyclic H S -module. The module S is R-free andq n q
l  q 4  wa basis of S is given by e ¬ t is a standard l-tableau see 3, Theoremq t
x.5.6 .
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 .2.6. In the following, K, O, F will satisfy one of the following hy-
potheses.
 .  . w xa The triple K, O, F is a p-modular system 2, Section 1.9 . For
 4  .R g K, O , the parameter q of the Hecke algebra H S is given by aR , q n
positive integer r which is not divisible by p. In case R s F the parameter
q is given by r ? 1 .F
 . w y1 xb Let x be an indeterminate and consider the ring Q x, x of
Laurent polynomials over Q. Let f be the mth cyclotomic polynomial.
w y1 x w y1 xThe localization Q x, x of Q x, x at the maximal ideal generatedf .
 .by f forms a discrete valuation ring in the field Q x of rational functions
 .over Q. Then there exists a field extension K of Q x and a complete
discrete valuation ring O in K such that the residue class field F of O is
 .isomorphic to Q z , where z is an mth root of unity.
 .2.7. With this setup, H S is an O-order in the semisimple algebraO , q n
 .  .  .  4H S and H S s H S m R for R g F, K . In both casesK , q n R , q n O , q n O
 .O-forms of H S -modules exist and if Y is an O-form of a givenK , q n
 .H S -module X, then the composition factors of Y m F depend onlyK , q n O
w x  .on X and not on the chosen O-form Y 3, Section 7 . For K, O, F as
 .  .defined in a and b we call the process of fixing an O-form Y and
tensoring this with F over O reduction modulo p and specialization,
respectively.
 .  .Hence we may speak of a decomposition map from H S to H SK , q n F , q n
 .  4along H S . If M , . . . , M is a complete set of inequivalent irre-O , q n 1 s
 .  4ducible H S -modules and E , . . . , E is a complete set of inequiva-K , q n 1 r
 .lent irreducible H S -modules, then the decomposition matrix ofF , q n
 .  .H S is the s = r-matrix D s d , where the entry d isO , q n i j 1F iF s; 1F jF r i j
defined as the number of composition factors of S m F which arei O
 .isomorphic to E . Here, S denotes an arbitrary H S -lattice in M .j i O , q n i
2.8. Finally, we define e to be the least positive integer subject to the
condition 1 q q q q2 q ??? qq ey1 s 0 g F. If no such integer exists we
define e s `.
w x w x.  .THEOREM 2.9 3, Theorem 7.6 and 4, Theorem 4.3 . Let K, O, F
 .and q be as defined in 2.6 . Then
 .  .  l 4i H S is semisimple and S ¬ l & n is a complete set ofK , q n K , q
 .nonisomorphic irreducible H S -modules.K , q n
 . l lii If l & n is e-regular, S has a unique maximal submodule N .F , q
l l l  l 4In this case define D s S rN . Then, D ¬ l & n, l is e-regular is aF , q F , q F , q
 .complete set of nonisomorphic irreducible H S -modules.F , q n
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 .iii Pro¨ided that we place the rows indexed by e-regular partitions of n
 .in lexicographic order at the beginning, the decomposition matrix of H SO , q n
has the form
1 0
. .) . .. .. . 1. . 0
) ??? )
3. q-BRANCHING THEOREM
w xIn 11 , Peel determined how Specht modules for S behave undern
restriction to S and induction to S . A proof of this theorem thatny1 nq1
mainly relies on the combinatorial notions of tabloids and polytabloids was
w xgiven in 5, Theorem 9.3 . In this section we shall prove a q-analogue of
 .this branching theorem for Hecke algebras H S , where R is anR , q n
 .arbitrary commutative ring with 1 and q is a unit in R see Theorem 3.4 .
 .We note that if R is a field such that H S is semisimple, theR , q n
Littlewood]Richardson rule holds. This also implies the branching theo-
rem as a special case. However, our result is much more general since we
do not even assume that R is a field.
 .3.1. Let l & n. Then we define the subalgebra H of H S whichl, q R , q n
 4  4is generated by T ¬ ¨ g S . It is R-free with basis T ¬ ¨ g S . The¨ l ¨ l
 .algebra H is isomorphic to H S , where the definition of Heckel, q R , q l
algebras is extended to direct products in the obvious way. If M is an
 .H -module and N is an H S -module we denote the induced modulel, q R , q n
 . HR , q S n.  .M m H S by M ­ and the restriction of N from H S toH R , q n R , q nl, q
H by N x .l, q Hl, q
 w x.PROPOSITION 3.2 Frobenius reciprocity theorem 3 . Let l & n, let M
 .be an H -module, and let N be an H S -module. Thenl, q R , q n
Hom M ­ HR , q S n. , N ( Hom M , N x .  .H  S . H HR , q n l , q l , q
as R-modules.
We fix l and we fix a row from which a node can be removed to leave a
diagram, say this is row r . Remove the node and call the resultingi
 .partition m i .
Now we consider the set T of row-standard l-tableaux where thei
number n appears at the end of the r th row. Then for all t in T , thei i
number n is at the same position in the conjugate t9 of t. Therefore there
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 .  .is a unique integer r such that r d t9 s n, for all t g T . Given t g T ,i i
 .define t to be the m i -tableau obtained from t by removing n.i
LEMMA 3.3. Let t be a standard l-tableau with n at the end of row r .i
Then
d t9 s r , r q 1 ??? n y 1, n d tX .  .  .  .i
 .  .   X..and the length of d t9 is n y r q l d t .i
Ã ÃProof. Let t be the standard l9-tableau such that the restriction of t to
w  . x m i.9m i 9 is equal to t . That is, n is at the position which is occupied by r
l9 Ãin t and all other entries in t appear in order along successive rows.
l9 ÃHence the permutation which takes t to t is given by
r , n , n y 1, n y 2, . . . , r q 1 s r , r q 1 r q 1, r q 2 ??? n y 1, n . .  .  .  .
 .By 1.1 the length of a permutation p g S is given by the cardinality ofn
the set
i , j 1 F i - j F n and ip ) jp . 4 .
 .Now, it is easy to see that for p s r, n, n y 1, n y 2, . . . , r q 1 the
 .  .  .Ãcardinality of this set is n y r . Hence, d t s r, r q 1 r q 1, r q
.  .  X . m i.92 ??? n y 1, n and this expression is reduced. If d t is applied to ti
X  X.  X. Ãone obtains t and, since d t g S , it fixes n. Hence, d t takes t to t9i i ny1 i
and consequently
t l9 r , r q 1 r q 1, r q 2 ??? n y 1, n d tX s t9. .  .  .  .i
It remains to show that this expression is reduced or, equivalently, that
  ..   X..  .l d t9 s l d t q n y r , but this follows by calculating the cardinalityi
 .  .  .  .  .4of the set i, j ¬ 1 F i - j F n and i d t9 ) j d 9 .
Equipped with these preliminaries we are able to prove the next theorem.
 .THEOREM 3.4 q-Branching theorem . Let R be a commutati¨ e ring with
1 and let q be a unit in R.
 . l  .i Let l & n and let S be a q-Specht module for H S . Thenq R , q n
l  .there exists a filtration of S x by q-Specht modules for H S .q H  S . R , q ny1R , q ny1
m w xThe factors occurring are q-Specht modules S where m can be obtainedq
w xfrom l by remo¨ing a node and each factor appears with multiplicity 1.
 . m  .ii Let m & n y 1 and let S be a q-Specht module for H S .q R , q ny1
m HR , q S n.  .Then there exists a filtration of S ­ by q-Specht modules for H S .q R , q n
l w xThe factors occurring are q-Specht modules S where l can be obtainedq
w xfrom m by adding a node. Each factor appears with multiplicity 1.
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Proof. Let r - r - ??? - r be the integers such that a node can be1 2 m
w x  .removed from the r th row of l to leave a diagram. Suppose that m i isi
w  .xthe partition such that m i is the diagram obtained by removing a node
w x  l m i..from the end of the r th row of l . Define u g Hom M , M byi i H  S . q qq ny1
0, if row n / r , .t i
u : x ¬i t  x , if row n s r , .t t ii
 .where t is a row-standard l-tableau, and t and m i are as introducedi
 .before Lemma 3.3. It is easy to check that u is a H S -homomor-i q ny1
phism. We now define an R-submodule
q :V s e t is a standard l-tableau and row n F r .i t t i
of Sl and we study the restriction of u to V .q i i
q  . qCase 1. Consider e , such that row n s r . We shall prove that e ist t i t
mapped by u to a power of q times eq.i t i
The q-polytabloid eq is of the form eq s x T y T . By Lemma 3.3,t t l w l9 d t 9.l
 .  .  .  X.d t9 s r, r q 1 ??? n y 1, n d t and this expression is reduced. Con-i
sider now
u eq s u x T y T ??? T T X .  .i t i l w l9  r , rq1. ny1, n. d t .l i
s u x T y T ??? T T X . .i l w l9  r , rq1. ny1, n. d t .l i
 q.To determine u e it is therefore sufficient to determinei t
u x lT y T ??? T . .i t w l9  r , rq1. ny1, n.l
 .  .yl p .We recall from 2.2 that y is given by y s  yq T . Here,l9 l9 p g S pl9
S is exactly the column stabilizer of t . Hence we can rewrite thel9 l
 .yl p .definition of y as y s  yq T . Since in t the numbersl9 l9 p g C p ltl  .1, . . . , n appear in order down successive columns it follows from 2.3 that
for p g C , x T s x . Using the fact that u is a homomorphism wet t p t p il l l
obtain the equality
u x T y T ??? T .i l w l9  r , rq1. ny1, n.l
 .yl ps yq u x T ??? T . .  . i t p  r , rq1. ny1, n.l
pgCtl
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For all q-tabloids of the form x , with p g C , any s ) r satisfiest p tl l
 .  .row s - r and row r F r . Here equality holds if and only if p gt p i t p il l
 .Stab r .S n
All the q-tabloids which appear as summands of x T ??? Tt p  r , rq1. ny1, n.l
are of the form x where t s t p ¨ ??? ¨ . The ¨ are transpositionst l 1 u n
 .j , j q 1 for some r F j F n y 1 and j - j - ??? - j . Thereforen n n 1 2 u
 .  .row n s r if and only if p g C l Stab r and u s n y r, that is,t i t Sl n
 . .  .  .¨ ??? ¨ s r, r q 1 r q 1, r q 2 ??? n y 1, n . It follows from 2.3 that1 nyr
the coefficient of the q-tabloid x in x T ??? Tt p  r , rq1. ? ? ? ny1, n. t  r , rq1. ny1, n.l lpny r  .  .is q . For p g Stab r , it follows that u x s x ,S i t p  r , rq1. ? ? ? ny1, n. t pn l i
where t s t . Hence,i m i.
 .yl pnyru x y T ??? T s q yq x . . i t l9  r , rq1. ny1, n. t pl i
 .pgC lStab rt Sl n
 .yl pnyrs q yq x . t pi
pgCt i
s q ny r x T y .m i. w m i.9m i.
From this we can easily deduce that
u eq s u x l y T ??? T T X .  .i t i t w l9  r , rq1. ny1, n. d t .l i
s q ny r x T y T Xm i. w m i.9 d t .m i. i
s q ny req .t i
This proves the statement of Case 1.
q  .Case 2. Consider a q-polytabloid e , such that row n s r for somet t j
j - i. We shall show that under u this q-polytabloid eq is mapped to zero.i t
By Lemma 3.3,
d t9 s r , r q 1 ??? n y 1, n d tX , .  .  .  .j
 .y1 .  .where r s d t9 n . Here, row r s r - r . Hence,t j i
u eq s u x y T ??? T T X .  .i t i t l9  r , rq1. ny1, n. d t .l j
 .yl p
Xs yq u x T ??? T T . .  . i t p  r , rq1. ny1, n. d t .l j
pgCtl
 .Now, row s - r for all s G r and for all p g C . We keep the defini-t p i tl l
 . ltion of the tableau t from Case 1. Then row s - r for all p g C witht i t wl
 .s G r and ¨ ??? ¨ as in Case 1. Hence, u x T ??? T s 0 for1 u i t p  r , rq1. ny1, n.l
 q.all p g C . Therefore, u e s 0, which proves the statement of Case 2.t i tl
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From Cases 1 and 2 we obtain
0, if row n - r , .t iq<u : e ¬V nyr qi ti  q e , if row n s r . .t t ii
Therefore V ; Ker u and V u s S m i. since q is a unit in R. Consideriy1 i i i q
the chain of submodules
0 : l Ker u ; V : ??? ; V : V l Ker u ; V s SlV 1 1 my1 m m m R , q1
For 1 F i F m we study V l Ker u . Pick some ¨ g V l Ker u . Thei i i i
 q 4 module V is R-free and a basis is given by e ¬ t g B , where B s t ¬ ti t i i
 . 4standard l-tableau, row n F r . Thus there exist unique a g R, t g Bt i t i
such that ¨ s  a eq. Since ¨ g Ker u , we obtaint g B t t ii
0 s u ¨ s a u eq .  .i t i t
tgBi
s a q ny req . t t i
tgBi
 .row n srt i
The eq form an R-basis of S m i. and thus a q ny r s 0 for all t g B sucht q t ii
 .that row n s r . Hence a s 0 for all these t since q is a unit in R.t i t
Therefore ¨ g V and V l Ker u s V . We obtain a chain of R-freeiy1 i i iy1
 .H S -modulesR , q ny1
0 ; V ; V ; ??? ; V ; V s Sl1 2 my1 m q
m i.  .such that V rV is isomorphic to S as an H S -module.i iy1 q R , q ny1
4. SCOPES PAIRS OF BLOCKS OF HECKE ALGEBRAS
 .  .  4From now on let K, O, F and q be as defined in 2.6 and R g O, F .
 . w xThe blocks of H S were classified in 1987 by Dipper and James 4 .R , q n
w xFor a proof we refer to the paper by James and Mathas 7 .
 .4.1. Given l & n and e as defined in 2.8 , we can remove rim e-hooks
w x w xfrom l to leave an e-core 6, Theorem 2.7.16 . The number of hooks
wremoved is called the e-weight of l. By Nakayama's conjecture 7, Theo-
x l mrem 4.29 two q-Specht modules S and S belong to the same blockR , q R , q
 .of H S if and only if l and m have the same e-core. A block ofR , q n
 .H S can thus be labelled by an e-core and an e-weight w. Here weR , q n
 .define a block of a Hecke algebra H S as an indecomposable idealR , q n
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 .which appears as a direct summand of H S . Furthermore we shall sayR , q n
in the following text that a partition l & n belongs to a block B of the
 . lHecke algebra H S if the corresponding q-Specht module S be-R , q n R , q
longs to B.
 .  .4.2. Let B be a block of H S with core b s b , b , . . . , b whereR , q n 1 2 r
 .b / 0 and weight w. In case b & 0, let b s B. Let b s b , b , . . . , br 1 2 rqew
be the r q ew-element b-set of b. That is, the b are defined asi
b y i q r q ew , i F r , .i
b si  yi q r q ew , i ) r . .
w xWe display b on an abacus with e runners 6, pp. 78]79 . The number of
beads on the jth runner, 1 F j F e, of the associated abacus will be
denoted by G . If l is a partition of n such that Sl is in B, then l has atj q
most r q ew nontrivial parts and can therefore be represented using an
 .r q ew -element b-set. Thus we can display l on the abacus introduced
above.
w x  .In 13 , Scopes introduced the notion of w:k -pairs of blocks of symmet-
ric groups. In this section we shall introduce a similar notion for blocks of
Hecke algebras.
 .DEFINITION 4.3. Suppose that B is a block of H S with weight wR , q n
and
G s G q kj jy1
for some 2 F j F e and k G w. That is, there are k more beads on the jth
 .  .runner than on the j y 1 th runner. Let B be the block of H S ofR , q nyk
 .weight w and e-core b, where b has an r q ew -element b-set b obtained
from b by moving the bottom k beads of column j into column j y 1, so
that the number of beads in the ith column of the abacus corresponding to
b , G say, satisfiesi
G s G , for i / j, j y 1,i i
G s G ,jy1 j
G s G .j jy1
 .We then say that the blocks B and B form a w:k -pair.
 . w xNote 1. Contrary to the definition of a w:k -pair given in 13 we
assume that w F k.
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5. DECOMPOSITION NUMBERS OF B AND B
 4Let R g O, F . Throughout this section, B and B are blocks of
 .  .  .H S and H S , respectively, which form a w:k -pair. In theR , q n R , q nyk
following text we show that restriction of modules leads to a natural
correspondence between partitions in the blocks B and B.
LEMMA 5.1. Let l be a partition of n and suppose that Sl belongs to theR , q
block B. Then there exists a unique partition l of n y k whose q-Specht
module belongs to B and
l l1. S x has a filtration by k! modules of the form S .R , q B R , q
l B l2. S ­ has a filtration by k! modules of the form S .R , q R , q
w xProof. This follows in exactly the same way as in 14, Lemma 2.1 , using
Theorem 3.3. The second statement follows from the first using Proposi-
tion 3.2.
Lemma 5.1. gives a map, F, of partitions of n which belong to B and
partitions of n y k which belong to B. Explicitly, l is obtained from l by
 .interchanging the jth and the j y 1 th runner in the abacus display. From
this it is easy to see that F is a bijection between the partitions belonging
to B and B. In particular, the numbers are the same. It is more generally
true that two blocks of Hecke algebras of symmetric groups over the same
coefficient ring of the same weight have the same number of partitions.
This follows easily by considering abacus displays.
LEMMA 5.2. The map F preser¨ es
1. the lexicographic order of partitions and
2. e-singularity and e-regularity of partitions.
w xProof. Again, this follows as in 14, Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 . Note that
Scopes does not need in her proofs that the number of runners of the
abacus is a prime number.
 .  .Now let B and B be blocks of H S and H S , respectively,F , q n F , q nyk
 .which form a w:k -pair.
LEMMA 5.3.
l l1. D x has a filtration by k! modules of the form D .F , q B F , q
l B l2. D ­ has a filtration by k! modules of the form D .F , q F , q
3. The blocks B and B ha¨e the same decomposition matrices.
4. The blocks B and B ha¨e the same Cartan matrices.
w xProof. Again, this follows as in 14, Lemma 2.4 , using Theorem 2.9,
Lemma 5.1, and Lemma 5.2.
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 .  .  .6. RESTRICTION FROM H S TO H S m H SR , q n R , q nyk R R , q k
 4 wStill, let R g O, F . In this section we shall proceed as in 14, Section
x  .  .3 . Let B and B be blocks of H S and H S , respectively,R R R , q n R , q nyk
 .forming a w:k -pair.
6.1. Let l be a partition of n whose q-Specht module belongs to B
 .and let l g F l . We choose and fix a standard l-tableau s with the
following properties.
w x w x}The entries in the nodes corresponding to l _ l are greater than
n y k.
 .  .}If n y k q 1 F i - j F n, then row i ) row j .s s
Let t be any standard l-tableau whose entries in these same nodes are all
 .greater than n y k. Then t is completely determined by a pair t, p ,
where t is the standard l-tableau obtained from t by removing the nodes
w x w xof l _ l and p is the permutation in S for which sp and tnykq1, . . . , n4
w x w x  .agree on the nodes in l _ l . In this situation we shall write t s t, p .
 .Every pair t, p is obtained in this way.
Let e be the block idempotent of the block B . It follows from theR R
l l .proof of Theorem 3.4 that the module S x s S x ? e hasR , q B R , q H  S RR , q nyk .
qa basis consisting of the set of all e ? e where t is a standard l-tableaut R
w x w xwhose entries in l _ l are greater than n y k, that is, of
qe ? e ¬ t is a standard l-tableau, p g S . 5 t , p . nykq1, . . . , n4
 .Let ¨ s i, i q 1 be a basic transposition in S . Thennykq1, . . . , n4
q qe e T s e T e . . t , p . R ¨  t , p . ¨ R
qe e , if row i ) row i q 1 , .  . t , p ¨ . R t t
s q q qe e q q y 1 e e , if row i - row i q 1 . .  .  . t , p ¨ . R  t , p . R t t
lw x  .This follows from 10, Sect. 3, p. 496 . Hence, S ? e is a H S mR , q R R , q nyk R
l .  .H S -module whose restriction to H S is S x .R , q k R , q nyk R , q B
l l  .LEMMA 6.2. The module S ? e is isomorphic to S m H S asR , q R R , q R R , q k
 .  .an H S m H S -module.R , q nyk R R , q k
 4Proof. Let s , . . . , s be the standard l-tableaux. It follows from the1 m
proof of Theorem 3.4 that
q qe ? e , . . . , e ? e ; s , 1. R  s , 1. R1 m
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l .is an H S -submodule of S ? e . Let h g S and let h g R beR , q nyk R , q R nyk jl
the coefficients which are given by
m
q qe ? e ? T s h e ? e . / s , 1. R h jl  s , 1. Rj l
ls1
Let p be an element of S . Thennykq1, . . . , n4
q qe ? e ? T s e ? T ? e ? T s , p . R h  s , 1. p R hj j
qs e ? e ? T ? T s , 1. R h pj
m
qs h e ? e ? T jl  s , 1. R pl
ls1
m
qs h e ? e . jl  s , p . Rl
ls1
q 4This shows that for a fixed p the span of the set e ? e ¬ j s 1, . . . , m s , p . Rj
l .is an H S -submodule of S ? e givingR , q nyk R , q R
l lS ? e ( S[R , q R R , q
k!
 .as an H S -module.R , q nyk
lChoose a basis x , . . . , x of S such that for all h g S , h acts on1 m R , q nyk
q 4 the set x , . . . , x in the same way as it acts on the set e ?1 m  s , 1.1q l l4e , . . . , e ? e . Define a linear map h from S ? e to S mR  s , 1. R R , q R R , q Rm
 .H S byR , q k
qh : e ? e ¬ x m T . s , p . R j R pj
 .  .This is also an H S m H S -module isomorphism, which com-R , q nyk R R , q k
pletes the proof.
l l  .COROLLARY 6.3. The module D ? e is isomorphic to D m H SF , q F F , q F F , q k
 .  .as an H S m H S -module.F , q nyk F F , q k
w xProof. The proof is similar to 14, Corollary 3.2 .
7. MORITA EQUIVALENCE
w xFollowing 14, Section 4 we shall show in this section that the blocks BF
 4and B are Morita equivalent. For R g K, O, F we define H sF nyk , k ., R , q
 .  .H S m H S .R , q nyk R R , q k
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7.1. We shall construct a pair of exact functors
G
mod-B ¡ mod-B ,F FXG
where each of G and G9 is given as the composition of four functors Gj
and GX, respectively, where G is a left adjoint of GX. These functors act onj j j
the following module categories,
G1
mod-B ¡ mod- H S , .F F , q nXG1
G2
mod- H S ¡ mod- H , .F , q n nyk , k . , F , qXG2
G3
mod- H ¡ mod- H S , .nyk , k . , F , q F , q nykXG3
G4
mod- H S ¡ mod-B .F , q nyk FXG4
and are defined as follows.
The functors G , GX , G , and GX are defined by the standard methods of1 1 4 4
passing between modules of an algebra and a block. Clearly, these functors
are exact.
The functors G and GX are defined by restriction and induction,2 2
w x Xrespectively. 3, Theorem 2.6 states precisely that G is left adjoint to G .2 2
Both functors are exact.
We shall now define the functors G and GX . In order to do this, we3 3
  .opview the module category of H as the category of H S ynyk , k ., F , q F , q k
 ..  . H S -bimodules. Similarly we view modules for H S as F yF , q nyk F , q nyk
 ..H S -bimodules.F , q nyk
  .op.We need a suitable one dimensional F y H S -bimodule whichF , q k
w xis a substitute for the trivial module in 14, Section 4 . We take the
k .  k ..  .q-Specht module S ; its dual S * is a left H S -module, or equiva-q q F , q k
 .oplently a right H S -module. DefineF , q k
A [ S k . * .q
  .op.viewed as an F y H S -bimodule.F , q k
  .op  ..For a given H S y H S -bimodule M, defineF , q k F , q nyk
G M s A m op M . .3 H  S .F , q k
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  .op  ..Given an H S y H S -bimodule homomorphism h: M ªF , q k F , q nyk
 .M9, define G h s 1 m h.3
  ..Given an F y H S -bimodule N, defineF , q nyk
GX s Hom A , N . .3 F
  ..Given an F y H S -bimodule homomorphism h9: N ª N9, defineF , q nyk
X  . w xG h9 by composition with h9. It follows from 14, Lemma 4.1 that G is a3 3
X w x Xleft adjoint of G . It follows as in 14, Section 4 that G is exact and G G3 3 4 3
is exact on the image of G G .2 1
Hence the functors G s G G G G and G9 s GX GX GX GX are exact and4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4
G is left adjoint to G9.
7.2. Next, we determine how the functors G and G9 act on the simple
modules in B and B. By Corollary 6.3,
l lG G D ? e ( D m H S . .2 1 q F q F F , q k
op l .as a module of H , which can be identified with H S m Dnyk , k ., F , q F , q k F q
  .op  ..as an H S y H S -bimodule. Hence,F , q k F , q nyk
opl l
opG D ( A m H S m D . .q F H  S . F , q k F qF , q k
l( D .q
l .In order to determine G9 D , we first note thatq
X X l l k .G G S ( S m S /3 4 q q F q
 w x.cf. 14, Section 4 as an H -module. We now consider thenyk , k ., F , q
l k .corresponding H -module S m S . The composition factorsnyk , k ., K , q K , q K K , q
l k . H  S .K , q n . wof S m S ­ are given by the Littlewood]Richardson rule 8,K , q K K , q
xSection I.9 . We have
l k . H  S . nK , q nS m S ­ ( a S , /K , q K K , q n K , q
n
w  . xwhere a s 0 or 1 since k has only one part . In fact, a s 1 if l F nn n j j
w x w xfor all j and no two nodes of n _ l lie in the same column. Otherwise
a s 0. It follows that the only partition in B satisfying these twon F
conditions is l.
Since induction followed by reduction modulo p or specialization gives
the same element of the Grothendieck group as reduction modulo p or
specialization followed by induction, respectively, this gives
X l lG S s S , 1 . /F , q F , q
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w xwhere for a given module M, M denotes the corresponding element of
the Grothendieck group.
 .  .  .Let l 1 ) l 2 ) ??? ) m be the e-regular partitions whose q-Specht
modules belong to B . It follows from Lemma 5.2 that l 1 ) l 2 ) ??? ) .  .F
l m are the e-regular partitions whose q-Specht modules belong to B . . F
 .l i l i. .To prove that G9 D ( D for all 1 F i F m we proceed by induc-q q
tion on i.
 .  .  .l 1 l 1 l 1 .  .Since S ( D it follows from 1 and Lemma 5.2 that G9 Dq q q
( Dl1. . Now, choose 1 - k F m and suppose that for all 1 F i - k,q
 .l i l i.G9 D ( D . /q q
We have a short exact sequence
 .  .  .l k l k l k0 ª N ª S ª D ª 0,q q q
 .  .l k l kwhere N is the unique maximal submodule of S . By Theorem 2.9,q q
 .l k nall composition factors of N are of the form D for some n ) l k . .q q
Since G9 is exact, we obtain a short exact sequence
 .  .  .l k l k l k0 ª G9 N ª G9 S ª G9 D ª 0. /  /  /q q q
 .Using the inductive hypothesis and 1 , it follows from counting composi-
tion multiplicities that
 .l k lk .G9 D ( D . /q q
Note 2. In her article, Scopes uses a ``p-modular version'' of the
Littlewood]Richardson rule. We note that our argument also applies
to the situation in Scopes' paper allowing her to use only the
w xLittlewood]Richardson rule as given in 5, Theorem 16.4 .
After these preparations the following theorem may be proved in exactly
w xthe same way as 14, Theorem 4.2 .
THEOREM 7.3. The blocks B and B are Morita equi¨ alent.F F
8. THE MAIN THEOREM OVER F
8.1. We divide the blocks of Hecke algebras of symmetric groups over
F of weight w into families where two blocks B, B9 belong to the same
family if there is a sequence
B s B , B , . . . , B s B9, L G 1,0 1 L
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of blocks of weight w such that for 1 F j F L the blocks B and B or Bjy1 j j
 .and B form a w:k -pair for some k G w. By Theorem 7.4 all blocks injy1 j j
one family are Morita equivalent.
THEOREM 8.2. Let F and q be as defined in 2.6. The blocks of Hecke
algebras of symmetric groups o¨er F with parameter q with a gi¨ en weight
w ) 0 can be collected into families as described abo¨e. Each family consists
e wof Morita equi¨ alent blocks. The number of such families is at most  iis1
. . x  .y 1 w y 1 q 1 , and each family contains a block of some H S ,F , q N
2 .2 .2where N is at most e e y 1 w y 1 r4 q we.
Proof. The statement about the number of the families and the least
element contained in each such family is proven in exactly the same way as
w xin 14, Theorem 1 .
9. THE MAIN THEOREM OVER O
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and let B and B be finitely
 .generated f.g. R-algebras. A B-module P is called a progenerator for
mod-B if P is projective and every B-module is a homomorphic image of a
w xdirect sum of copies of P. By 1, Theorem 22.2 , the algebras B and B are
Morita equivalent if and only if there is a progenerator P of mod-B such
 .that B is isomorphic to End P .B B
 4Let R g O, F , where O is a complete discrete valuation ring and F is
its residue class field. Let B and B be f.g. O-algebras which are O-free and
let B s B m F and B s B m F. We assume that the module cate-F O F O
gories of B and B are equivalent, the equivalence given by functorsF F
G : mod-B ª mod-BF F F
and
XG : mod-B ª mod-B .F F F
 .The image P s G B of the regular representation B is a progenera-F F F F
 .   ..tor of mod-B . The module G B is a left End G B -module andF F F B F FF
  ..since End G B is isomorphic to B , we can view P as a leftB F F F FF
 .B -module. By this, P becomes an B y B -bimodule. One can alsoF F F F
show that P is a progenerator of B -mod. Similarly we define Q sF F F
X  .  .G B . This is an B y B -bimodule and the functorsF F F F
y P : mod-B ª mod-B .m BF F FF
BF
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and
y Q : mod-B ª mod-B .m BF F FF
BF
define an equivalence of the module categories of B and B . AssumeF F
 .  .now that the B y B -bimodule P can be lifted to a B y B -bimoduleF F F
 .P which is O-free. This means that there exists an O-free B y B -
bimodule P such that P m F is isomorphic to P . Then P is projective asO F
a right B- and a left B-module.
PROPOSITION 9.1. Suppose P , Q as before. Assume that P exists. ThenF F
 .the O-algebras B and End P are isomorphic.B B B
w xProof 12 . Consider the diagram
aF 6  .B End P
6 6
B
r s ,
a O 6  .B End PF B FF
where the maps are defined as
a s a ¬ p ¬ ap : B ª End P , . .  .O B BB
a s a m 1 ¬ p m 1 ¬ ap m 1 : B ª End P , .  . .  .BF O O O F B B F FF F
r s a ¬ a m 1 : B ª B , .O F
s s c ¬ c m 1 : End P ª End P . .  .  .O B B FF
It is easy to check that the map a is an O-algebra homomorphism and thatO
the diagram commutes. Since B and B are Morita equi¨ alent and since PF F F
is a progenerator of B -mod, the map a is an isomorphism. Since P isF F
projecti¨ e as a B-module, the natural map
Hom P , P m F ª Hom P , P .  .B O B F FF
is an isomorphism and hence the map a is obtained from a by tensoringF O
with F o¨er O. Hence the proposition follows from the following statement.
Claim. Let M, N be free O-modules and let F: M ª N be an O-
homomorphism. Then the following assertions are equivalent.
 .i The map f m 1: M m F ª N m F is an isomorphism of F-O O O
vector spaces.
 .ii The map f : M ª N is an isomorphism of O-modules.
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 .  .  4  4Proof of Claim. i « ii . Let u , . . . , u and ¨ , . . . , ¨ be bases of1 m 1 n
M m F and N m F. Since M m F and N m F are isomorphic we haveO O O O
that n s m. Let u and ¨ be preimages of u and ¨ , respectively. Theni j i j
 4  4u , . . . , u and ¨ , . . . , ¨ are bases of M and N. Let E be the matrix1 m 1 m
describing the map f with respect to these bases. The matrix E describing
the map f m 1 with respect to the above bases is obtained from E byO
reducing each entry modulo the maximal ideal of O. Since f m 1 is anO
isomorphism, the determinant of E is nonzero. Hence the determinant of
E is not contained in the maximal ideal of O. Since O is local it follows
that the determinant of E is a unit. Therefore, f is an isomorphism.
 .  .ii « i follows in a similar way.
COROLLARY 9.2. The O-algebras B and B are Morita equi¨ alent.
Proof. The module P is a progenerator of mod-B. By Proposition 9.1,
 .End P is isomorphic to B. Now the corollary follows immediately fromB
w x1, Theorem 22.2 .
 .  .  .Let B and B be blocks of H S and H S , forming a w:k -pair.F F F , q n F , q nyk
With the notation from Section 6, let B and B be the blocks ofO O
 .  .H S and H S , respectively, whose idempotents are the liftedO , q n O , q nyk
idempotents e and e . In Table 1 we list the bimodules which induce theO O
functors G , . . . , G , GX , . . . , GX , G, and G9. Here, we say that a functor F:1 4 1 4
 .mod-A ª mod-A9 is induced by a bimodule if there exists an A y A9 -
bimodule Q such that F is given by
F s M ¬ M m Q : mod-A ª mod-A9. .A A9
TABLE 1
The Bimodules over F
Functor Corresponding bimodule
 .G P s B1 1 B F H  S .F F, q n
X X  .G P s B1 1 H  S . F BF, q n F
 .G P s H S2 2 H  S . F , q n HF, q n nyk , k ., F , q
X X  .G P s H S2 2 H F , q n H  S .nyk , k ., F , q F , q n
Uk . .  .G P s H S m S3 3 H F , q nyk F F , q H  S .nyk , k ., F , q F , q nyk
X X k . .  .G P s H S m S3 3 H  S . F , q nyk F F , q HF, q nyk nyk ,k ., F , q
 .G P s B4 4 H  S . F BF, q nyk F
X X  .G P s B4 4 B F H  S .F F, q nyk
k .  . .G P s B m B m S *B F H F F F , q BF nyk , k ., F , q F
k . .  .G9 P9 s B m S m BB F F F , q H F BF nyk , k ., F , q F
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TABLE 2
The Lifted Bimodules
Lifted bimodule Induced functor
 .P s B G1, O B O H  S . 1, OO O, q n
X X .P s B G1, O H  S . O B 1, OO, q n O
 .P s H S G2, O H  S . O , q n H 2, OO, q n nyk , k ., O , q
X X .P s H S G2, O H O , q n H  S . 2, Onyk ,k ., O , q O , q n
Uk . .  .P s H S m S G3, O H O , q nyk O O , q H  S . 3, Onyk , k ., O , q O , q nyk
X Xk . .  .P s H S m S G3, O H  S . O , q nyk O O , q H 3, OO, q nyk nyk , k ., O , q
 .P s B G4, O H  S O B 4, OO, q nyk . O
X X .P s B G4, O B O H  S 4, OO O, q nyk .
k .  . .P s B m B m S * GO B O H O O O , q B OO nyk , k ., O , q O
X Xk . .  .P s B m S m B GO B O O O , q H O B OO nyk , k ., F , q O
The bimodules in Table 1 can be lifted to bimodules over the correspond-
ing O-algebras. We list the lifted bimodules which are O-free in Table 2. It
is then immediate that the lifted bimodules define functors between the
module categories of the lifted algebras.
THEOREM 9.3. The blocks B and B are Morita equi¨ alent.O O
 .  .Proof. Given the B y B -bimodule P see Table 2 , this followsO O O
directly from Corollary 9.2.
The main theorem of this section now follows in the same way as Theorem
8.2.
THEOREM 9.4. The blocks of Hecke algebras of symmetric groups o¨er O
with parameter q with a gi¨ en weight w G 0 can be collected into families as
described in Section 8. Each family consists of Morita equi¨ alent blocks. The
e w . . xnumber of such families is at most  i y 1 w y 1 q 1 , and eachis1
 . 2 .2family contains a block of some H S , where N is at most e e y 1 wF , q N
.2y 1 r4 q we.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 9.3.
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